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Division Points
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May 2022

Clinics/Presentations:
Steve Gillett - Lets make some trees
Graeme Nitz - Loads of Loads
Dave Steensland—ProRail 2022

Next Meeting:
May 21st
Show and Tell:
Freight Cars
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From the Superintendent
Hello fellow train enthusiasts.
The 2022 layout Design Weekend is behind us now. I was met with some favorable comments about the LDOP
weekend. Everyone that was involved should give themselves a pat on the back. We would like to thank all the attendees as well for making the event a success.
I would like to mention again as it was done in the past is the Indian Nations Division needs everyone to make it a
success. Although it is a NMRA Division we welcome everyone that has the same interests. We are always in need
of presentations for the quarterly meetings at the library. It could be anything related to what you’re working on railroad related. We also need articles for the quarterly Division Points Newsletter. Articles could be anything railroad
related from the modeling perspective to the history of the railroads.

The upcoming Indian Nations meeting will be at the Hardesty Regional Library at 8316 E 93rd St in Tulsa Oklahoma
on May 21st, 2022. The library opens at 9:00 a.m. and the meeting will start at 9:30 a.m. We hope that everyone will
be able to attend that can. The schedule for presentations is as follows below.
May 21st, 2022
Steve Gillett – Tree Making
Graeme Nitz - Freight Carloads
Dave Steensland – Pro-Rail 2022
Henry Townsend - Veteran hospital volunteers.
“Show and Tell” - Freight Cars

Hope to see as many of you that can attend.
Allan Roecker

ALL ABOARD!
Upcoming Events in our region...
17th Annual KCNG Narrow Gauge Meet
June 11th 9am-approx 5pm
Johnson County Library
8700 Shawnee Mission Parkway
Merriam, Kansas
Cost: Still just $10.00 (includes morning donuts/
coffee and lunch).

Advance registrations are required by June 6,
2022, so that we can plan for lunch.
Mail registration with your check to:
Larry Alfred
14633 S. Chalet Drive
Olathe, KS 66062
Make checks payable to Larry Alfred

Turkey Creek Division Train Show.
Lenexa Community Center, 13420 Oak Street,
Lenexa, KS.
August 6 -Saturday 8AM-3PM. Layout
Tours 3:30PM-8:30PM
http://tc-nmra.org/TrainShow.html

Gateway 2022 Saint Louis NMRA
St. Louis, Mo. NMRA National Convention and
Train Show. (August 7th, 2022, to August 13th,
2022). https://www.nmra.org/conventions/
gateway-2022-st-louis-mo
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INDIAN NATIONS
OFFICERS

2022 MEETINGS
Meetings are from 9:30 to 12:30

May 21st 2022 - Freight Cars
Sept 17, 2022 -

Superintendent

Hardesty Library
8316 E. 93rd St.

Assistant Superintendent

Allan Roecker

Dave Steensland

(Just East of Memorial on 93rd St.)

Director
Jim Senese

John W Barriger III Photo

Paymaster
Raymond Brunner

Achievement Program
Cover Photo: Dave Salamon - Photo of Edna, KS elevator on Allan
Roecker’s Missouri Pacific layout.

Ed Bommer, MMR

Division Points Editor
Dave Salamon

Local Model Railroad Organizations and Shops
Indian Nations Division of the NMRA
www.tulsanmra.org
Allan Roecker
(918)886-5732

North Eastern Oklahoma Live Steamers
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1152224404840942
Dave Salamon
(918)607-2793

Green Country Model Railroad Association
John Carter
Phone: (316)250-5874
GCMRA.org
https://www.facebook.com/Green-Country-Model-RailroadersAssociation-162356590476356/
Saturday’s & Tuesday’s - 9:00AM to Noon.
5626D West Skelly Drive
Tulsa OK 74102

Toy Train Operating Society—Sooner Division
http://www.ttos-soonerdiv.org/

North Eastern Oklahoma N Scalers (NEONS)
www.tulsa-neons.com
Richard Fisher
918-298-4800
Tulsa Garden Railroad Club
www.tulsagardenrailroadclub.org
Donnie Shirey
918-361-1760
Oklahoma Narrow Gauge
www.okng.org
Randy Smith

Challenger N scale Hobbies
8753 S Lewis Ave, Tulsa, OK 74137
(918) 298-4800
Top Shelf Models
119 S Main St, Owasso, OK 74055
918-274-0433
Reindeer Pass Railroad
http://www.reindeerpass.com/
10919 N 173rd E Ave, Owasso, OK 74055
(918) 361-6084
HobbyTown USA
https://www.hobbytown.com/tulsa-ok/l74
6808 S Memorial Dr #116, Tulsa, OK 74133
(918) 307-2000
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David Doiron, an HO modeler who has been to
several of our LDOP’s said there was some interest while operating on Jim Sinclair's layout about
the latching battery door on his NCE throttle. He
wanted to pass on for those who use NCE the following website: WildHareLLC.com Creator is
Eric Hall, and David has no commercial interest in
the doors; but they are a huge improvement over
the fiddley stock doors.
While checking the webpage out, not only is their
covers but I noticed there are several details available in O, HO and N scale.

David Doiron lives in Arizona and his
layout was featured in the April 2022
issue of Railroad Model Craftsman.
A very large 4,400 square foot layout
Modeling August 1967, and cotton, citrus, cattle, and copper traffic reign supreme. Locations modeled on the SP
line include Tovrea, Tempe, Normal,
Mesa, Chandler, with Phoenix and Tucson represented by staging. The Kyrene, Terrace, and Creamery branches
all connected at Tempe. In our alternate history, SP spun off the branches
as well as the Tempe engine facility to
the Lost Dutchman Railroad.
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How I Installed Recessed Turnout Controls
By David Perry (From Tracy, California)
I have been working on getting switch machines installed, wired up, and tested.
I didn't want a control panel for the toggle switches controlling the turtles and I didn't want
the toggles to protrude into the walkway, as I knew they would get broken or catch on clothing and generally be in the way. I fiddled around with a couple of ideas involving PVC pipe but
was never happy with how they looked. I bought a 2" by 1 1/2" reducing bushing from ACE
that looked OK in the store but was huge when
held up against the fascia. It also had a wide, octagonal flange that made it look bigger.

At Home Depot I found 1 1/2" by 1 1/4" bushings
with circular flanges.

A bit of sanding with 80, 150 and 400 grit took off the
lettering and left a matte finish.

My wife Susan has a Cricut cutter and she cut some
styrene circles to fit into the bushing (1.640"). This is
1/16" styrene from TAP Plastics. The Cricut will not
cut through this, but five passes at fairly high pressure
made a good score.
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The circles don't snap as cleanly as a straight line
would, but it does not take much to sand to the line.
I drilled a 1/4" hole in the circles and stacked three
together - for stiffness and to bring the toggle forward a bit.

A downside of this size fitting is that the outer
diameter is 1 7/8". I could not get a 1 7/8"
hole cutter locally so I got a 2" hole cutter and
cut some 1/2" strips of styrene to fill the gap.

Styrene glue does not seem to have any effect on
PVC but PVC glue is a solvent for styrene. I glued
the strip to the fitting and held it with a hose
clamp. When that was set I glued in the circle. I
had blue PVC cement and even though I was pretty
careful, I still had to do some scraping.
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Here is one installed.

And with a finger for scale.
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Presenters from February’s Meeting
(photos by Allan Roecker)

Steve Campbell

Tom Fausser

Dave Steensland
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February 2022 meeting
Railroad Etiquette for Railroad owner, operators and guests - Steve Campbell
Steve put together some ideas for everyone to consider or think about:
As a Layout owner:
Clean track, check locomotive operation, wheels cleaned, decoder settings, etc…
 Properly weighted rolling stock and correct coupler height.
 Lighting - Augment with pen lights.
 Provide Shelves, hangers for paperwork, throttles (consider lanyards.)
 Provide safe place for beverages, if allowed.
 On fascia, local area maps & possible big picture map.
 Printed job descriptions, if appropriate, available during walk-through.
Owner Pre-operation talk—Concise and essential information only:


Emergency Exits, Bathroom, food and drink policy and location.
 Introduce helpers, if applicable.
 Era and geography.
 Car Forwarding - Car Cards, Computer Generated paperwork, Switch list.
 Communications - Phone, Radio, verbal and any specific requirements.
 Train Movement Control—Signals, Verbal or TT&TO.
 Uncoupling - Picks, Magnet.
 Re-railing cars, locomotives—Owner/Helper versus do-it-yourself.
 Job Description and assignments.
 Walk through—Point out caution areas, helix, lift bridges, duck unders, etc…
Guest:













If owner has sent instructions - READ THEM!
Arrive with clean hand 15-30 minutes prior to session start.
Clothing—Sleeves that can roll up, T-shirt under long sleeve so you can remove long sleeve
Consider bringing items like Apron, Pen Light, Personal uncoupling picks, etc.
On walk through up arrival, not fragile scenery, locomotives, rolling stock
Arrival walk through is a good time to take pictures, with owner approval.
Avoid placing anything on the scenery.
Avoid Complex jobs abo e your experience level unless helper available.
Notify owner of issues with track, locomotive, rolling stock
Check pockets before leaving for Picks, paperwork, radios , throttles, etc….
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February 2022 Meeting
The Essence of Brooklyn - Achieving density in 266 square feet - Tom Fausser
Tom started out talking about making rookie mistake 101.
Trying to do too much in too little space. Jersey City, New
York Harbor and Pennsylvania Anthracite with two class
one rail roads, Jersey Central and the Lehigh Valley.

As a first layout the Anthracite Lines served its patrons
reasonably well from July 2003 until November 2014.
Track and electrical issues were becoming more frequent
but the ultimate reason for its demise was that prototypical
operations became more important.
The old layout below.
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Lessons Learned:
 KISS – Keep It Simple – I didn’t need 35 Tortoise’s
 Focus – a specific time, place and prototype
 The Grandkids didn’t care that there was a loop for continuous running.
 It’s your Railroad. Do what you know & like.

Lots of Inspirations:

But Stay Focused:
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So Why Brooklyn? Wadda you kiddin’ me?
•What’s not to like?
•Street Trackage?
•Critters?
•Steam critters?
•Car Floats & Tug Boats
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Evolution:
Napkin doodle to finished track plan in six years
False starts to the Aha moment
Early influences and plans
Others have also been inspired by Brooklyn
Bernie Kempinski’s version in N Scale was published in the 2003 issue of Model
Railroad Planning.
• Lance Mindheim’s version also in N Scale published on his website lancemindheim.com Also published in the October 2021 issue of Model Railroader.
• Riley Triggs was concurrently planning a Hoboken layout as I was considering
the same. He went on to develop his complete PONY Port of New York concept.
• Byron Henderson was also designing HBS layouts in both N Scale & HO.
•

The original thought was to do the Hoboken Shore or Manufacturers RR in Hoboken
NJ. Car float operation, ERIE connection, pier side industries, GE 44 Ton locos.
It seemed that there would not be enough work to keep my optimum crew of four
busy so the search continued but it would serve someone well to consider this plan.
The Aha Moment!
I came across a plan that was published in the December 2010 issue of Model Rail
Roader by Mark Olstyn called the Huron Terminal that was the kick starter for the
South Brooklyn Terminal.
Here was an action packed plan for a room about the size I was working with.
Around the walls with a long peninsula serviced from both sides.
Mark’s plan was appropriated with modifications to what was to become the South
Brooklyn Terminal.
Early Plans:
The early plans had the current
warehouse district reversed as well
as some customers who were later
dropped.
Other industries were moved a process that continued as needed.
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Finally time for a
layout!

Version 21
Pre-Regional Convention
Changes to the yard,
and running tracks and
some industries for improved operations.
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Time to build a railroad!
With a plan in place the next step was construction. Since we, the Indian Nations
Division, were doing a yearly (now Bi-annual) Layout Design and Operations Symposium I wanted to get back up and running as soon as possible.
To that end:
1. The bench work was contracted out since I already had a carpenter on site.
2. The entire layout was covered in 1/4” cork .
3. Track is Atlas Code-83 flex track laid using the clear caulk method.
4. Existing Easy DCC system was reused.
5. PECO manual throw turnouts.
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Tom’s tip: When laying track, you can use an adhesive such as DAP or caulking, and then
use soda cans to hold the track in place until it cures. Very flexible, can be used on
curves. There are no fasteners to go back and remove.
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Statistics
•Dimensions -13’8” wide X 19’3” long Approximately 266 sqft
•Scale – HO 1/87
•Locale – Era – South Brooklyn, New York Harbor – 1954-1959
•Track – Atlas Code 83 Flex Track
•Turnouts – PECO #5, #7, Walthers #7 and Custom Gantlet
•Minimum Radius – 16”
•Bench Work Height - 52”
•Minimum Aisle Width – 32.5”
•Operating - Easy DCC System –Car Cards & Waybills
•Crew Required – 4 Operators
What’s in a name?
In 1913 a group of investors raised millions of dollars to buy right of way and
build what would be the Brooklyn Marginal Railroad or the South Brooklyn
Terminal. This proposed railroad would
unite the other harbor side railroads.
After many delays the stock market
crash of 1929 put an end to this plan.
A later day investor bought up the
worthless stock and rights to the name
and formed the South Brooklyn Terminal Railway which now lives on in HO
scale circa 1959.
How-Stun (Houston) We have Density
The flavor of Brooklyn’s industrial waterfront was achieved with the kits from many
different manufacturers. Obviously, Walther’s was the main contributor with its Cornerstone series. Since the majority of the buildings are masonry & concrete construction finding different styles was a challenge. There are only 3 wood kits on the
layout, Betty’s Diner, Green Dragon Chinese Restaurant and Latham Bros. Coal.
Other manufacturers are, Monster Model Works, South River Models, Fine Scale
Miniature, City Classics, Design Preservation, Blair Line, Magnuson Models, Atlas,
Con-Cor, Bar Mills, Imagine That Laser Arts, Down Town Deco, GC Laser, Custom
Model Railroads, Ed Fulaz, Suydam, Thomas A. Yorke, Main Street Heritage, Fos
Scale, Showcase Miniatures, Randy Brown, Model Power and bits & pieces from
other sources.
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The South Brooklyn was not built without the help of many talented individuals who
were willing to share their time and expertise.
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Rail-Marine Bibliography & Sources Used

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

RAILROADING ALONG THE WATERFRONT – RANTANES, ELI
WATERFRONT RAILROADS OF NEW YORK V-1, V-2, V-3 – YANOSEY, ROBERT
BROOKLYN’S WATER FRONT RAILWAYS: A PICTORIAL JOURNEY – BENDERSKY, JAY
WHERE RAILS MEET THE SEA: AMERICA’S CONNECTIONS BETWEEN
SHIPS & TRAINS – KREIGER, MICHAEL
THE STATE BELT: SAN FRANCISCO’S WATERFRONT RAILROAD – KAUFMAN, WILLIAM H. & MICHELLE S.
NEW YORK HARBOR RAILROADS IN COLOR V-1, V-2 – FLAGG, THOMAS R.
TRANSFER #37 RAIL MARINE INFORMATION GROUP – BUSH TERMINAL
MODEL RAILROAD PLANNING 2003 –ON THE WATERFRONT – KEMPINSKI,
BERNARD
LANCE MINDHEIM.COM – BROOKLYN TERMINAL – MODEL RAILROADER
OCTOBER 2021
RILEY TRIGGS – HOBOKEN SHORE RAILROAD
BYRON HENDERSON – HOBOKEN SHORE RAILROAD
MARK OLSTYN – THE HURON TERMINAL – MODEL RAILROADER DECEMBER 2010
TRAINWEB.ORG – INDUSTRIAL, OFFLINE TERMINAL RAILROADS & RAILMARINE OPERATIONS OF BROOKLYN, QUEENS, STATEN ISLAND, BRONX
& MANHATTAN – GOLDSTEIN, PHILLIP, STRUBECK, PAUL F, ROBERECKY,
JOSEPH S AND FLAGG, THOMAS R.
FACEBOOK GROUP – MODEL RAILROADING STRUCTURES AND SCENERY
FACEBOOK GROUP – NORTH AMERICAN MODEL RAILROAD TERMINAL &
INDUSTRIAL SWITCHING OPS
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While having the roof replace an unexpected
monsoon rain storm passed over the Fausser
residence. Next thing is water coming
through the ceiling...not a good thing. Multiple insurance companies involved didn’t make
the process go any smoother, or additional
repairs need to the rest of the house due to
insurance work. Tom removed all the structures from the layout, covered the deck to
protect the trackwork while contractors removed the ceiling, and replaced it. Once all
done it was time to put the layout back together.
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The layout has been put back together, scenery work and detailing has taken place, and it’s back
in operation!

(Ken Ehlers Photo)
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A photo & video report from the 2019 Dallas Interchange—Dave Steensland
Dave shared photos and videos from the layouts he operated on during the 2019
Dallas Interchange op sessions. Here is a sampling:

The Fox River
Branch
Eric Mumper

Michigan Interstate St. Clair
Subdivision

Greg McComas
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Black Bear &
Bayou
Leo & Lorrie
Palitti

Sierra Lines - Art Cunningham
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Show and Tell

Ed Bommer, MMR - B&O Privy Information sheet
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Show and Tell

Ed Bommer, MMR– O Scale B&O Privy

Steve Gillett—N scale
3D printed structures
from ETSY
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SHOW AND TELL

Dave Salamon—N Scale
3d Resin Printed structures by Dan Ross, from STL files
downloaded from Thingiverse. Drawings by Chris Smith

https://www.thingiverse.com/chris33333/designs
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
By Tony Burgess
We are going to take a break
from working on models, and
look at a fixture I made to
hold my airbrush that you all
may find useful. I made a 'U'
shaped holder, as wide as
the drawer thickness between the two faces of the
holder, and one end 2" wider
to accommodate the clamp
and brush holder. Didn't take
me too long, but it works. I
have one small screw in the
back to make sure it doesn't
slide off or pull off the drawer.
All the other stuff to cleaning,
pipe cleaners etc., are all in
the drawer.

All my spray
painting
brushes and
associated
fluids and
cleaners fit in
a drawer
(minus the
paints)
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques

Here is a quickly drawn diagram of the bracket.
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Simple tie plate detail
Dave Salamon

Fellow N scaler Dean Ferris made a Facebook posting of needing some N scale tie
plate details for a scene he was working on. At one point Alkem Scale models made
brass etch tie plates in N scale (and other scales too.) Several years ago I had made
some tie plates on my old layout by just cutting up some light brown construction paper.

Being armed with more tools in my tool box I set out to make some.
This turned out to be a very simple process, and didn’t take a lot of time. Yields some
great results by adding additional texture to the layout, and has already gotten lots of
comments on the look.
The first thing I did was grab a piece of light brown construction paper. (My wife the
preschool teacher has lots of colorful construction paper, so I grabbed a piece that already had that rusty look to it.)
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Using my Pan Pastels I randomly brushed various colors all over the construction paper in the
area I planned on cutting into little squares.
(Ensure you do both sides!)

Using a ruler I made marks on both
sides evenly spaced from the edge
and then using a brand new #11
blade cut between them. Don’t cut all
the way to the sides of the paper, as
this will hold them while you make
the cross cuts later. (Truth be told,
mine are a little oversized, remember
we are creating an illusion.)

Using a small square I proceeded
to make perpendicular cuts to
the long cuts I made. Keeping a
lot of pressure on the square to
hold the paper in place while I
made the cuts.

As you make the cuts some of the little squares will
start to pop free.
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I then collect all the little squares and place in a small container.

I noticed the edges had a distinctive difference in color,
so I decided to take my pan pastels and do additional
coloring of them in the small container.

Once satisfied with my coloring, I went to the layout
where I was going to put a pile and put a little alcohol/glue/water mixture down and started scattering
them around the scene.

One of the other items that was discussed on Facebook was containers or kegs of spikes. You can see in the photo above I have
an empty barrel. My idea was I would fill it with some small pieces of rod to represent spikes or track bolts...or even a barrel of tie
plates. So I rummaged through my materials and found
these .015” diameter rods (still to big to be scale, but remember
we are creating the illusion…)
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Taking a paint pen in rail
brown color I painted a couple of the styrene rods.

Then taking a new #11 blade I cut the rod into
little pieces (and yes several went flying across
the layout room,. When done it looked like piece
of paper with ants all over it. )

I then placed them in small container so that I
could brush them with Pan Pastels to help tie all
the colors together.
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Placing a drop of glue in the empty barrel with a
tooth pick.
(Notice I’ve added a few additional details, cinder
blocks and a crushed barrel.)

Take some of the small rods (aka spikes and bolts)
into the barrel and scattered around the area along
with additional tie plates. Then soak the area with
the water/alcohol/glue mixture to hold everything
in place.

Put the structure back and you can see
how this add a lot to the scene, and only
took about an hours time to do.

(You can see the glue still wasn’t completely dry in this photo. )

A simple yet effective detail, give it a try!
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From the Archives...

Originally published in the July 1988 issue
of the NMRA Bulletin.
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Newly completed N Scale 3D printed structure in Clifton on the Deep River Southern.
Dave Salamon
Indian Nations Division
Dave Salamon
17924 E. 92nd Street North
Owasso, OK 74055

